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2 Background 
  
A Westpay terminal offers multiple alternative payment methods using our Swipe2Pay interface. 
Today we support Alternative Payement Methods such as Klarna, Swish and Vipps. To get the most 
recent availability on payment methods and country please contact Westpay directly. 
 

3 Integration 
 
In order to update an already existing integration with support for Alternative Payment Methodes 
all technical information can be found at  be able to use Klarna as an alternative payment method 
in a Westpay Terminal you will first need to activate the correct agreement with Klarna. This is 
done through contacting Klarna directly: 

1 Contact Klarna at salj@klarna.se with the following information: 
a. Agreement needed: Klarna Payments with In-Store (not KCO) 
b. In-Store: Westpay 
c. Company Name 
d. Estimated Yearly Klarna Volume 
e. Average Order Value (AOV) 
f. Segment, What kind of products 
g. Markets (SE) 
h. Org Number 
i. Authorized signer (name and email) 

2 You, as the merchant, signs the agreement. The agreement is only between the merchant 
and Klarna. 

3 Klarna underwriting and KYC 
4 Klarna will return to you when everything is set up with details via email 
5 You will then login to Klarna Merchant portal with your details received from Klarna 
6 Generate new Klarna API keys in the Merchant Portal via “Settings” and “Klarna API Keys”. 

As shown in below picture: 

 
7 Let Westpay know that this is done and share your username and password in a secure 

way. We also need to know the Terminal ID’s that will use Klarna. Send the information to; 
sales@westpay.se  

8 After this is done Westpay will make Klarna available on your terminal and inform when the 
terminals are ready 



4 Important Information 
It is important to inform you that a Klarna payment can not be returned in any other payment 
method than Klarna. A customer that wish to refund any goods where the purchase was done with 
Klarna will need to use Klarna as the refund method.  

5 How to use Klarna in the Terminal 
 
When Klarna is activated in the terminal it is ready to be used. Klarna is as well as Swish and other 
alternative payment methods available in Swipe2Pay. Everything else stays the same in the 
terminal, a new payment method is just added in the payment flow. 
 
A payment is either sent from: 

- By entering the amount in the West POS Application if in standalone  
- The ECR/POS System if integrated terminal 
- The POS Application in the terminal 

 
The Payment Application displays the amount to be paid together with the first payment method 
which is set to Card payment. If the customer wants to use Klarna the customer will swipe on the 
terminal screen and choose the preferred alternative payment method by pressing on the icon. 
 

                 
 
 
 
 
 
Once the customer has pressed the icon a new application opens up and a Klarna QR code is 
displayed. The customer can either scan the QR code with the smart phone camera or press the 
“SMS” button to receive a link via SMS. 
 



 
The customer will then complete the transaction on their end in their smart phone. When done you 
will in the terminal receive the response of the transaction. 
 

Success Failed 

  
 

 


